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R/SqueakVM

The R/SqueakVM is a virtual machine for Squeak/Smalltalk written in RPython and
developed at our group. It is based on the RPython translation toolchain that also
powers the fast PyPy interpreter, and re-uses its virtual machine translation mechanism
and garbage collection implementation. The R/SqueakVM implements the standard
Squeak bytecode set and combines powerful techniques such as storage strategies and
shadow objects with a meta-tracing JIT to achieve performance that makes it feasible
to run many of the functions that are traditionally implemented as part of the VM from
pure Smalltalk. This includes primitives for handling large integers and composing the
display, and thus allows us to experiment with and extend such core functionality from
with the Squeak environment itself.

Project Objectives

The R/SqueakVM in its current state is a performant way to run Squeak, but not to work
in it. We currently have no way of saving a Squeak image. Additionally, recent
benchmarks suggest that the image format has a negative impact on garbage collector
performance. A new image format for Squeak, SPUR, has been proposed to alleviate
this latter problem by greatly simplifying the object and memory layout of the Squeak
image.

The goal of this project will be to implement reading and storing SPUR format images
for R/SqueakVM. As a continuation of the work done previously, as much as possible
of the functionality should be implemented in pure Smalltalk. If the only reason not to
do so is performance, instead of implementing the functionality in a low-level language,
your goal is to improve and extend the JIT techniques used in the VM to make it fast.
In the end, the goal is to have a package with Smalltalk code that, when filed into an
image, allows that image to run on R/SqueakVM with most of its functionality running
in pure Smalltalk.
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